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Abstract

Delaunay triangulation (DT) is a useful geometric struc-
ture for networking applications. In this paper we investi-
gate the design of join, leave, and maintenance protocols to
construct and maintain a distributed DT dynamically. We
define a distributed DT and present a necessary and suf-
ficient condition for a distributed DT to be correct. This
condition is used as a guide for protocol design. We present
join and leave protocols as well as correctness proofs for
serial joins and leaves. In addition, to handle concurrent
joins and leaves as well as node failures, we present a main-
tenance protocol. An accuracy metric is defined for a dis-
tributed DT. Experimental results show that our join, leave
and maintenance protocols are scalable, and they achieve
high accuracy for systems under churn and with node fail-
ures. We also present application protocols for greedy rout-
ing, clustering, broadcast, and multicast within a radius,
and discuss and prove their correctness.

1. Introduction
With almost a hundred years of history, DT [1] and

Voronoi diagram [2] have been widely used for many ap-
plications in different fields of science and engineering, in-
cluding computer science. A triangulation in a 2D space
means, for a given set of nodes, constructing edges between
pairs of nodes such that the edges form a non-overlapping
set of triangles that cover the convex hull of the nodes. DT
in a 2D space is usually defined as a triangulation such that
the circumcircle of each triangle does not include any node
other than the vertexes of the triangle. DT can be similarly
generalized for higher dimensions.

An interesting property of DT is that it connects a node
to other nodes that surround the node. This property may be
useful in simulation-type applications, including distributed
virtual reality systems and multiplayer on-line games, since
an entity in a simulation usually interacts with other en-
tities around it. For example, a molecule interacts with
other molecules around it, and a character in on-line games
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mostly interacts with other characters around it. Further-
more, we also design a protocol to multicast a message
within a given radius from the source node, which will be
useful for many simulation-type applications such as multi-
player on-line games.

Another property of DT in networking context is that
greedy routing always succeeds on a DT [3]. In greedy rout-
ing, a node forwards a message to one of its neighbors that is
closest to a given destination node. Note that greedy routing
on an arbitrary graph is prone to the risk of being trapped
at a local optimum, i.e., routing stops at a non-destination
node that is closer to the destination than any of its neigh-
bors. However, on a DT it is guaranteed that greedy rout-
ing always succeeds to find the destination node. Note that
greedy routing does not always find a shortest route. How-
ever, the quality of the greedy route is often very good, since
the length of an optimal route between a pair of nodes on a
DT is within a constant time of the direct distance [4].

While our approach is more system-oriented compared
to previous work, our protocols are also based on a rigorous
theoretical foundation. In a distributed DT, each node in a
system keeps a set of its neighbor nodes. We specify a dis-
tributed DT by theneighbor setsof all nodes. A distributed
DT is correct when it is equivalent to its corresponding cen-
tralized DT. That is, a distributed DT is correct when each
node has the same set of neighbors as on the correspond-
ing centralized DT. (We will define a distributed DT and
its correctness more carefully in section 2.) In section 3,
we identifya necessary and sufficient conditionto achieve
correctness. We use this condition as a guide for design-
ing join, leave, and maintenance protocols for constructing
and maintaining a distributed DT. Our join and leave pro-
tocols are proved to be correct in the following sense: If a
distributed DT is correct when a new node joins or an exist-
ing node leaves and there is no other concurrent join, leave
or failure then, at the end of protocol execution, the result-
ing distributed DT is correct. Thus if a sequence of joins
and leaves occur serially (i.e., one finishes before another
starts), the distributed DT is correct whenever protocol exe-
cution finishes.

In practice, nodes may join and leave concurrently. Fur-
thermore, nodes may fail at any time, immediately breaking



correctness of the distributed DT. Our maintenance proto-
col has been designed to address such scenarios. We do
not have a convergence proof for the maintenance protocol.
However, in every one of a large number of experiments
conducted to date, our maintenance protocol converged to a
correct DT some time after a long period of system churn,
during which nodes join and leave (also fail) concurrently
and frequently.

Note that even in the case of serial joins and leaves, cor-
rectness of a distributed DT is, strictly speaking, broken as
soon as a node joins or leaves, and it is recovered only at the
end of protocol execution. Therefore a correct distributed
DT is impossible to achieve continually. We observe that
some applications can benefit from an incorrect distributed
DT as long as it is sufficiently “accurate.” Thus the accu-
racy of a distributed DT over a long duration of time is a
more useful metric in practice than the notion of conver-
gence to correctness. We will define an accuracy metric for
a distributed DT, and show that our protocols achieve high
accuracy under different scenarios of system churn.

In addition to protocols to construct and maintain a dis-
tributed DT, we present several application protocols, in-
cluding greedy routing, clustering, broadcast, and multicast
within a radius. As we discussed earlier, it is known that
greedy routing from a node to another node on a DT al-
ways succeeds. Then we prove that greedy routing can also
be used to locate an existing node that is closest to a given
point (or a node that is not in the system yet). As an ap-
plication of the protocol to find the closest existing node,
we present a node clustering protocol. Given a set of nodes
and an upper bound on the radius of a cluster, the cluster-
ing protocol partitions nodes into clusters of radii withinthe
given upper bound. In the protocol, each cluster has a cen-
ter node and the center nodes form a distributed DT. Similar
approaches to clustering are found in prior work, based on a
random graph of clusters [11] or a complete graph of clus-
ters [12]. Note that greedy routing on a random graph is not
guaranteed to succeed and a complete graph may result in
limited scalability.

Our broadcast protocol is based on the reverse path of
greedy routing, and is named GRPB (greedy reverse path
broadcast). GRPB does not require any knowledge of
global triangulation or per-session state. A node deter-
mines its next-hop nodes to forward a broadcast message
solely using local information, namely the coordinates of
its neighbor nodes and the source node.

We observe that the distance from a source node to each
hop in GRPB monotonically increases, since the distance
to a destination node decreases in greedy routing. There-
fore our protocol to multicast within a given radius easily
follows. RadGRPM (radius greedy reverse path multicast)
is basically the same as GRPB, except that it additionally
checks whether the next-hop nodes are within the radius

from the source node. RadGRPM also keeps the advan-
tage of GRPB that it does not require any global information
or per-session state. RadGRPM is simple and is useful for
simulation-type applications. For example, an explosion of
a bomb in a battlefield simulation will affect entities within
some range and will be observed within a longer range.

Experimental results show that our protocols are scal-
able, and work very well under system churn, i.e., when
concurrent joins and leaves occur frequently. Even with
ungraceful node failures, which inevitably result in an in-
correct distributed DT, the maintenance protocol recovers
correctness some time after churn and failures stop.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2,
we introduce concepts and definitions of distributed DT and
also present application protocols. In section 3, we present a
correctness condition for a distributed DT. Then we present
our join, leave and maintenance protocols, discuss their cor-
rectness, and introduce an accuracy metric. In section 4, ex-
perimental results are presented. We discuss related work in
section 5 and conclude in section 6.

2. Distributed Delaunay triangulation

In this section we introduce DT, Voronoi diagram and
distributed DT. Consider a set of nodes. Conceptually,
nodes are points in a Euclidean space. The results and
protocols in this paper are ford-dimensional spaces, where
d ≥ 2. Most previous results on distributed DT in the liter-
ature are limited to 2D [5, 8, 9] and 3D [6] spaces. The only
prior work on distributed dynamic DT ford-dimensional
spaces is by Simon et al. [7]. See section 5 for more details.

We first define Voronoi diagram of a set of given nodes
and then define DT as the dual of the Voronoi diagram.
Note that there is another way of directly defining DT using
circumcircles of triangles (or circum-hyperspheres of sim-
plexes in higher dimensions), as was briefly introduced in
the introduction. Since the properties of DT of interest to us
come from Voronoi diagram, we believe that this approach
is appropriate in our context. Lastly, we define distributed
DT. In a distributed DT, each node maintains a set of its
neighbor nodes. We define a distributed DT by the neigh-
bor sets of all nodes.

In the second part of this section, applications of DT are
discussed. An important and well-known property of DT
is that a simple greedy routing algorithm is guaranteed to
succeed on a DT, without being stuck at a local optimum
[3]. We prove a similar property that greedy routing can
also find the closest node to a given point. Clustering of
network nodes is an example for which this property can
be utilized. We also present protocols for broadcast and
for multicast within a radius, and prove correctness for the
protocols.



2.1. Concepts and definitions

Definition 1 Consider a set of nodesS in a Euclidean
space. TheVoronoi diagram of S is a partitioning of the
space into cells such that a nodeu ∈ S is the closest node
to all points within its Voronoi cellV CS(u).

That is, V CS(u) = {p | D(p, u) ≤
D(p, w), for anyw ∈ S} where D(x, y) denotes the
distance betweenx and y. Note that a Voronoi cell in a
d-dimensional space is a convexd-dimensional polytope
enclosed by(d − 1)-dimensional facets.

Definition 2 Consider a set of nodesS in a Euclidean
space.V CS(u) andV CS(v) are neighboring Voronoi cells,
or neighbors of each other, if and only ifV CS(u) and
V CS(v) share a facet.

Definition 3 Consider a set of nodesS in a Euclidean
space. TheDelaunay triangulation of S is a graph onS
where two nodesu andv in S have an edge between them
if and only ifV CS(u) andV CS(v) are neighbors of each
other.

Figure 1 shows a Voronoi diagram (dashed lines) for a set
of nodes in a 2D space and a DT (solid lines) for the same
set of nodes. Note thatV CS(v) andV CS(w) are neigh-
bors of V CS(u) but V CS(x) is not, sinceV CS(u) and
V CS(x) share only a point. Similarly, in a 3-dimensional
space, Voronoi cells that share only an edge or a point are
not neighbors. We also say thatu andv are neighbors of
each other whenV CS(u) and V CS(v) are neighbors of
each other. Also note that facets of a Voronoi cell perpen-
dicularly bisect edges of a DT. Therefore, a DT is the dual of
a Voronoi diagram.1 Let us denote the DT ofS asDT (S).

Definition 4 A distributed Delaunay triangulation of a
set of nodesS is specified by{< u, Nu >| u ∈ S}, where
Nu represents the set ofu’s neighbor nodes, which is locally
determined byu.

Definition 5 A distributed Delaunay triangulation of a set
of nodesS is correct if and only if both of the following
conditions hold for every pair of nodesu, v ∈ S: i) if there
exists an edge betweenu andv on the global DT ofS, then
v ∈ Nu andu ∈ Nv, and ii) if there does not exist an edge
betweenu andv on the global DT ofS, thenv 6∈ Nu and
u 6∈ Nv.

That is, a distributed DT is correct when for every node
u, Nu is the same as the neighbors ofu on DT (S). Since
u does not have global knowledge, it is not straightforward
to achieve correctness. We will identify the condition to
achieve correctness for a distributed DT in section 3.

1In geometry, polyhedra are associated into pairs called duals, where
the vertices of one correspond to the faces of the other.
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Figure 1. A Voronoi diagram (dashed lines)
and the corresponding DT (solid lines) in a
2-dimensional space.

2.2. Applications of distributed Delaunay
triangulation

In this section we present several protocols to illustrate
the usefulness of distributed DT for networking applica-
tions. We assume for now that a set of nodesS form a
distributed DT. Our protocols to construct and maintain a
distributed DT are deferred to section 3. We also assume
that nodes are associated with their coordinates. When a
node “knows” other nodes, it also knows their coordinates.
That is, a node knows its own coordinates, its neighbor’s co-
ordinates, and the coordinates of other nodes that it knows
such as the destination node in routing and the source node
in broadcasting. The distance between any two nodes can
be calculated from their coordinates.

Greedy routing
A well-known property of DT is that greedy routing al-

ways succeeds on a DT [3]. In greedy routing, a node
forwards a message to the closest node to the destination
among its neighbors. As with many greedy approaches, the
greedy routing algorithm is prone to risk of being stuck at
a local optimum. That is, on an arbitrary graph, a non-
destination node may be closer than any of its neighbors
to the destination, thus stopping greedy routing at the node.
However, on a DT, it is guaranteed that greedy routing suc-
ceeds to deliver a message to the destination node. Further-
more, the quality of the greedy route is often very good,
since the length of an optimal route between a pair of nodes
on a DT is within a constant time of the direct distance [4].

Finding the closest existing node
Similar to the previous application of greedy routing,

a DT may be utilized in finding the closest existing node
to a given point. (Note that the given point may not be
a node in the DT.) Finding the closest existing node is a
common operation in many Internet applications, including
server selection, node clustering, and peer-to-peer overlay
networks.2 We have proved [14] that greedy routing always

2If topology-aware virtual coordinates (e.g. [17]) are usedfor Internet
applications, application performance would be affected by accuracy of the
virtual coordinates.



succeeds to find a closest existing node to a givenpoint as
long as it is run on a DT, using an approach similar to Bose
and Morin’s proof [3] that greedy routing always succeeds
to arrive at a given destinationnodeon a DT.

Clustering of network nodes
To illustrate an application of finding the closest exist-

ing node to a given point, we present a simple clustering
protocol of network nodes. The protocol is a distributed
version of a centralized clustering algorithm adopted from
[10].3 The upper boundR of the radius of a cluster is given
as a parameter. In the centralized algorithm, nodes are con-
sidered sequentially in deciding whether they should join an
existing cluster or create a new cluster. The first node con-
sidered creates a new cluster and becomes the center of it,
since there is no existing cluster. From the second node on,
the considered node is tested to see if its distance to the cen-
ter of the closest existing cluster is withinR or not. If so,
the considered node joins the cluster; otherwise it creates
its own cluster and becomes the center of it. The algorithm
stops when all nodes are considered. Note that the result of
clustering may be different depending on the order in which
nodes are considered [10].

Our clustering protocol is a distributed version of this
centralized algorithm. The main challenge in converting it
into a distributed version is to find the closest existing clus-
ter without global knowledge. We solve this problem by
utilizing greedy routing on a DT. Recall that each cluster
has a center node. In our protocol, existing center nodes
form a distributed DT. A non-center node does not partici-
pate in the distributed DT. When a nodeu joins the system,
it first finds the closest existing center node by using greedy
routing on the distributed DT of the center nodes. Suppose
that the center nodesu is found. If the distance fromu to
su is within the upper boundR, u becomes a member of the
cluster centered atsu; otherwiseu creates its own cluster,
becomes the center node of the new cluster, and joins the
distributed DT.

Other distributed approaches to clustering are found in
prior work. In [11], clusters form a random graph and a
joining node may fail to find the closest existing cluster.
In [12], every node maintains links to every other cluster,
limiting scalability. (The scalability issue is addressedin
[12] by introducing a hierarchy of clusters.) Our protocol
finds the closest cluster for a joining node and is scalable.

Broadcast using reverse path
As was discussed earlier, the greedy routing algorithm

finds a path from a source node to a destination. Consider
such paths from all nodes inS to a nodes ∈ S. The union
of the paths is a tree rooted ats. Therefore by reversing

3There are different measures of goodness in clustering algorithms.
The main objective of this algorithm is to get clusters whoseradii are
within a given upper bound. For clusterings that satisfy theupper bound,
a secondary measure may be the number of clusters. This algorithm does
not optimize the number of clusters.
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Figure 2. An ambiguous situation due to lim-
ited knowledge in GRPB.

the direction of each path, we get a broadcast tree from
a source nodes to every other node inS. We introduce
a simple broadcast protocol which utilizes the reverse-path
tree. Note that our protocol does not require knowledge of
the global triangulation overS. Each nodeu is assumed
only to know its set of neighbor nodes, and determines to
which node(s) it should forward a message based on its lo-
cal knowledge.

The idea of using reverse path for broadcast goes back
to as early as 1978 [13]. In the context of DT, HyperCast
[5] is the first system to introduce the idea. Our protocol is
different in that it is based on greedy routing in an arbitrary
dimension while HyperCast is based on compass routing in
a 2D space. The major advantage of both approaches is that
a broadcast tree does not need to be explicitly maintained. A
node can immediately determine next-hop nodes based on
the coordinates of its neighbors and the destination node,
without maintaining any per-session routing information.

We name our broadcast protocol as GRPB (greedy re-
verse path broadcast). In GRPB, a nodeu maintainsa local
DT for u andu’s neighbors. For each neighborv, u for-
wards a message from a source nodes to v if both of the
following two conditions hold:

C1 u is closer tos thanv is;
C2 in the local DT foru andu’s neighbor nodes, there

does not exist a nodew 6= u such that:C2.1w is closer to
s thanu is, andC2.2 u, v andw are included in the same
triangle (or simplex in ad-dimensional space).

Condition C1 is easy to understand. Suppose C1 is true.
Thenu does not forward tov if u is sure that another node,
say w, is the next hop ofv in the forward greedy rout-
ing. The necessary and sufficient conditions for suchw are:
C2.1 w is closer tos thanu, andC2.3 w is a neighbor of
v on the global DT. However,u does not have global infor-
mation and cannot check C2.3. Hence we specify condition
C2.2 which includes C2.3. C2.1 and C2.2 are necessary but
not sufficient.

Note that in case of a tie betweenw andu in C2.1, u
must forward tov at the cost of possible duplication, since
v may or may not chooseu as the next hop in the forward
greedy routing. Note also that even if nodew appears to



bev’s neighbor inu’s local DT,w may not actually bev’s
neighbor in the global DT. Figure 2 illustrates an example in
a 2D space. The left graph showsu’s local DT, in whichv

andw are neighbors. However, as shown in the right graph,
there may exist a nodex outsideu’s local knowledge and
thusw may not actually be a neighbor ofv. Without in-
cluding C2.2 in C2,u might erroneously conclude that it
does not need to forward tov, sincew appears to be the
closest node tos amongv’s neighbors. C2.2 detects such
ambiguous situations and requires thatu forwards tov at
the cost of possible duplication. We performed experiments
to broadcast a message using GRPB on a distributed DT of
200 randomly-placed nodes in various dimensions. In our
experiments, the number of duplicate messages was from
3% to 10% of the number of nodes.

The following theorem guarantees the correctness of
GRPB, namely it delivers a message to all nodes in the sys-
tem. A proof of the theorem as well as the protocol pseu-
docode are presented in [14].
Theorem 1 Let a set of nodesS form a correct distributed
DT. The GRPB protocol delivers a message from a source
nodes ∈ S to all the other nodes inS.

Multicast within a radius
In a distributed virtual reality system or a multiplayer on-

line game, multicast within a given radius from a point may
be a common operation, since an event may affect nodes
within some distance. For example, in a war simulation, an
explosion of a bomb will be seen only by soldiers within
some distance, and will affect those within a shorter dis-
tance. We observe that in the GRPB protocol the distance
of next hop from the source monotonically increases, since
the distance to the destination monotonically decreases in
the forward greedy routing. We utilize this observation in
our multicast protocol within a given radius.

In our radius greedy reverse path multicast (RadGRPM)
protocol from a source nodes to all the other nodes within a
given radiusr, s first sends the message to all its neighbors
within r. Then for each neighbor nodev, a nodeu forwards
a message tov if the following condition holds as well as
C1 and C2 in GRPB:

C3 the distance froms to v does not exceed the radiusr.
For pseudocode and correctness proof of RadGRPM, we

refer interested readers to [14].

3. Protocol design
Our distributed DT protocols handle join, leave, and

maintenance operations. Our join protocol ensures that a
joining node obtains enough information to identify its cor-
rect neighbors and that the joining of the new node is no-
tified to all existing nodes affected by the joining node, so
that the resulting distributed DT is correct after protocolex-
ecution. Similarly, our leave protocol notifies the deletion
of a leaving node to all affected nodes so that the resulting

distributed DT is correct after protocol execution. Our join
and leave protocols are proved to be correct only for serial
joins and leaves.

We assume that nodes may join, leave or fail at any time.
In addition to node failures, which inevitably result in an in-
correct distributed DT, concurrent joins and leaves of multi-
ple nodes may result in an incorrect distributed DT as well.
To address such scenarios, we introduce a maintenance pro-
tocol which is run periodically to detect and repair any er-
rors in the system state. (When the distributed DT of a set
of nodes is incorrect, for convenience, we say “the system
state is incorrect” or “the system state has errors.”) Lastly,
to simplify our protocol descriptions, we assume reliable
delivery of protocol messages. In a real implementation,
additional mechanisms such as ARQ or simply TCP can be
used to ensure reliable message delivery.4

3.1. System model

Our approach to construct a distributed DT is as follows.
We assume that each node is associated with its coordinates
in a d-dimensional Euclidean space. Each node has prior
knowledge of its own coordinates, as is assumed in previous
work [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The mechanism to obtain coordinates is
beyond the scope of this study. Coordinates may be given
by an application, a GPS device[16], or topology-aware vir-
tual coordinates[17].5 Also when we say a nodeu knows
another nodev, we assume thatu knowsv’s coordinates as
well.

Let S be a set of nodes to construct a distributed DT
from. We will present protocols to enable each nodeu ∈ S

to get to know a set of its nearby nodes includingu itself,
denoted asCu, to be referred to asu’s candidate set. Then
u determines the set of its neighbor nodesNu based onCu.
Specifically,u determinesNu by calculating a local DT of
Cu, denoted byDT (Cu). That is,v ∈ Nu if and only if
there exists an edge betweenu andv onDT (Cu).

3.2. Correctness condition for a distributed
Delaunay triangulation

Recall that a distributed DT is correct when for every
nodeu, Nu is the same as the neighbors ofu on DT (S).
SinceNu is the set ofu’s neighbor nodes onDT (Cu) in
our model, to achieve a correct distributed DT, the neigh-
bors ofu on DT (Cu) must be the same as the neighbors
of u on DT (S). Note thatCu is local information ofu
while S is global knowledge. Therefore in designing our
protocols, we need to ensure thatCu is “enough” foru to
correctly identify its global neighbors. IfCu is too lim-
ited,u cannot identify its global neighbors. For the extreme

4Due to the overhead of opening and closing connections, TCP may
not be a practical choice.

5Application performance on a DT may be affected by the accuracy of
virtual coordinates.



case ofCu = S, u can identify its neighbors on the global
DT sinceDT (Cu) = DT (S); however, the communication
overhead for each node to acquire global knowledge would
be extremely high.

Theorem 2 (Correctness Condition)Let S be a set of
nodes and for each nodeu ∈ S, u ∈ Cu andCu ⊂ S. Let
Nu, u ∈ S be the set ofu’s neighbor nodes onDT (Cu). A
distributed DT ofS is correct if and only if, for everyu ∈ S,
Cu includes all the neighbor nodes ofu onDT (S).

Theorem 2 identifies a necessary and sufficient condition
for a distributed DT to be correct, namely: the candidate set
of each node must contain all of its global neighbors. A
proof of the theorem is presented in [14]. In the following
subsections, we use the above correctness condition as a
guide to design our protocols.

3.3. Join protocol

In our join protocol,6 we assume that a joining noden
is first led to the nearest existing nodeu, which is guaran-
teed to be found using greedy routing as discussed in sec-
tion 2.2. Cn is initialized as{n}, andn sends a NEIGH-
BOR SET REQUEST messages tou. When u receives
NEIGHBOR SET REQUEST fromn, u putsn intoCu, up-
datesNu by recalculatingDT (Cu), computesNu

n which is
the set of the neighbor nodes ofn on DT (Cu), and replies
Nu

n to n. Whenn receives the reply,Cn is updated to in-
clude all nodes in the reply, andn determines its neighbor
nodes again using the updatedCn. If n finds any new neigh-
bor nodes,n sends NEIGHBORSET REQUEST messages
to them. This process is repeated untiln does not find any
new neighbor node. The protocol pseudocode is presented
in [14].

Theorem 3 guarantees that the join protocol, if run on
a correct distributed DT, results in a correct distributed DT
for a single join. The main ideas of the proof are the fol-
lowing: i) the closest existing node will be a neighbor of a
joining node, ii) all neighbor nodes of the joining node are
connected by existing neighbor relations, thus it is possible
to find them all by following the neighbor relations, and iii)
the neighbor nodes of the joining node are also notified of
the joining node’s addition in the process. A detailed proof
of the theorem is presented in [14]. Note that this proof is
based on Theorem 2, which determines the condition when
a distributed DT is correct.

Theorem 3 Let S be a set of existing nodes and the dis-
tributed DT ofS be correct. Let a noden 6∈ S join to the
distributed DT using our join protocol. Assume that there
is no other join, leave, or failure. After the join protocol
finishes, the updated distributed DT is correct.

Though the join protocol achieves a correct distributed
DT after it finishes, the transient states are not correct,

6This protocol is similar to the basic generalized join algorithm in [7].

which may result in malfunction of upper-layer applica-
tions. For example, a new node in an early stage of the join-
ing process may not have a complete set of neighbors and
may not be able to properly forward a message for greedy
routing. To address such situations, we introduce a mecha-
nism for a joining node to defer to be a part of the system
until it establishes its complete set of neighbor nodes. When
an existing node receives NEIGHBORSET REQUEST, it
does not immediately update its neighbor set. When the
joining noden finishes its joining process, it then notifies
all its neighbors that it is safe to update their candidate sets
and their neighbor sets to includen. Due to delay of no-
tification message delivery, some transient states may still
be incorrect. However, greedy routing will work well even
with imperfect states, as to be shown in section 4.

Also note that the join protocol is proved to be correct
only for serial joins. In case of concurrent joins, the pro-
tocol may not result in a correct distributed DT. Such im-
perfection is addressed by the maintenance protocol to be
presented in subsection 3.5.

3.4. Leave protocol

We first address the case of graceful leaves. The case
of ungraceful leaves or failures is addressed by our main-
tenance protocol in subsection 3.5. A straightforward ap-
proach to address graceful leave would be that a leaving
node, before it leaves, notifies all of its neighbors that it
is about to leave. This simple notification is, however, not
enough to maintain a correct distributed DT.

Suppose that a nodeu leaves and it notifies a neighbor
nodev that it is leaving. Thenv should removeu from Cv

and updateNv. The problem is that in some casesv may
have a new neighborw that was not previously a neighbor
of v and may not be inCv. In such cases, the straightfor-
ward approach may resulting in an incorrect distributed DT.
However, we observe that suchw is always a neighbor of
u. Therefore it is possible foru to notify v thatu is leaving
and also introducew to v, resulting in a correct distributed
DT.

When a nodeu leaves,u calculates a local DT of its
neighbor nodes, but not including itself. Thenu notifies
each of its neighbors, sayv, that u is leaving as well as
a list of the neighbors ofv on the local DT ofu. Upon
receiving such notification,v updates its candidate set and
neighbor set. In addition, a DELETE message thatu is leav-
ing is propagated using GRPB. Note that even ifu is not a
neighbor node of another nodex, x may haveu in Cx. The
DELETE message ensures thatu is removed from suchCx,
if any. The protocol pseudocode is presented in [14].

The following theorem assures that the leave protocol is
correct for serial leaves. The theorem is based on the pre-
vious observation that if a nodew becomes a new neighbor
of v afteru leaves,w was a neighbor ofu beforeu leaves.



A complete proof of the theorem is found in [14].

Theorem 4 LetS be a set of nodes and the distributed DT
of S be correct. Let a nodeu ∈ S leave the distributed
DT using our leave protocol. Assume that there is no other
join, leave, or failure. After the leave protocol finishes, the
updated distributed DT is correct.

Note that the leave protocol is correct only for serial
leaves. Similar to the case of concurrent joins, concurrent
leaves may result in an incorrect distributed DT. Such cases
are addressed by our maintenance protocol, to be discussed
in subsection 3.5. In our implementation, propagation of a
DELETE message is stopped when the message arrives at
a node that does not have the leaving node in its candidate
set. This modification greatly reduces communication cost,
without affecting correctness of the leave protocol in almost
all cases. A very rare case where a left node remains in a
candidate set and causes incorrectness can be addressed by
the maintenance protocol.

Also, similar to the case of a join, transient incorrect
states during a leave may result in malfunction of upper-
layer applications. Thus it is desirable for a leaving node
to defer leaving after making sure that each of its neighbors
has updated its neighbor set. This may be achieved by re-
quiring an acknowledgement of a LEAVE message.

3.5. Maintenance protocol

The join and leave protocols are proved correct only for
serial joins and leaves, assuming that there is no other con-
current join, leave, or failure. In practice, however, nodes
may join and leave concurrently, or even fail at any time,
causing errors in the system state. Therefore an additional
mechanism is needed to repair errors in the system state.
To address system churn and failures, we present a mainte-
nance protocol, which is run periodically to detect and re-
pair errors, if any, in the system state.

From Definition 5, for a distributed DT to be correct, two
conditions must be satisfied: i) Each nodeu must include in
its neighbor setNu all of its neighbors on the global DT, and
ii) Nu must not contain any node that is not in the system.

To satisfy the first condition, a node periodically ex-
changes information with each of its neighbors. Specifi-
cally, a nodeu informs its neighbor nodev of the neighbors
of v onu’s local DT. Note that the process is essentially the
same as what is done when a node joins, since the goals of
the two protocols are same i.e. each node learns its neigh-
bors on the global DT.

To satisfy the second condition, a node probes its neigh-
bors by sending ping messages periodically. If a probed
node does not reply, the node is considered to be not in the
system and removed from the candidate set. This mech-
anism also addresses the case of ungraceful node failures.
Note that this probing can be easily integrated with the ex-
change of information for the first condition.

The maintenance protocol is as follows. A nodeu sends
out NEIGHBORSET REQUEST to its neighbor nodev.
Whenv receives the request, it replies withNv

u , which is
the set of neighbors ofu onDT (Cv). That is,Nv

u is the set
of u’s neighbors inv’s local view. v also checks whetheru
is in its candidate setCv. If u 6∈ Cv, v putsu in Cv. When
u receives the replyNv

u , u checks whetherNv
u ⊂ Cu. If

there exists any node inNv
u that is not inCu, it is added

to Cu. In caseu does not receive a reply fromv before
TIMEOUT,v is considered to have failed and removed from
Cu. u also propagates the deletion ofv similarly as in the
leave protocol. OnceCu is updated,u recalculates the lo-
cal DT and determines its set of neighbor nodesNu. If
there are any new neighbor nodes inNu, u sends NEIGH-
BOR SET REQUEST to them. The protocol pseudocode is
presented in [14].

From a large number of simulation experiments, we
found that the maintenance protocol converged to a cor-
rect distributed DT in every experiment, for different di-
mensionalities (2D to 6D), numbers of nodes (200 to 800),
scenarios (random initial graph, severe churn with node fail-
ures) as long as the system is not partitioned. Note that
it is extremely difficult to prove correctness of the main-
tenance protocol for any combinations of concurrent joins,
leaves and failures. Furthermore, in an environment where
system churn occurs continually, another join or leave may
occur before the system converges to a correct state. As
a result, convergence to a correct system state may be im-
possible during system churn. Fortunately, some applica-
tions can still benefit from an imperfect DT as long as it is
“accurate” enough. Therefore the accuracy of a distributed
DT over time is more important in practice than eventual
convergence to a correct distributed DT for systems under
churn.

Even if our maintenance protocol converged to a cor-
rect distributed DT some time after churn and failure have
stopped in every one of our experiments, this does not mean
that our join and leave protocols are no longer needed. Note
that it takes time for the maintenance protocol to detect and
repair errors, resulting in a lower average accuracy. Fur-
thermore, the maintenance protocol requires a much higher
communication overhead than those of the join and leave
protocols, and thus should be run only periodically, with
the period being a design parameter to be tuned.

We define an accuracy metric of a distributed DT as fol-
lows, which is used for all of our experiments. LetDDTS

be a distributed DT of a set of in-system nodesS. We con-
sider a node to be in-system from when it finishes joining
to when it starts leaving. (Note that some nodes may be
in the process of joining or leaving and not included.) Let
Ncorrect(DDTS) be the number of correct neighbor en-
tries of all nodes andNwrong(DDTS) be the number of
wrong neighbor entries of all nodes onDDTS. A neigh-



bor entry v of a nodeu is correct whenv is a neigh-
bor of u on the global DT (namely,DT (S)), and wrong
when u and v are not neighbors on the global DT. Let
N(DT (S)) be the number of edges onDT (S). Note that
edges on a global DT are undirectional and thus are counted
twice to be compared with neighbor entries. The accu-
racy ofDDTS is defined as follows: accuracy(DDTS) =
Ncorrect(DDTS)−Nwrong(DDTS)

2×N(DT (S)) . A distributed DT is correct
if and only if its accuracy is 1.

To demonstrate accuracy and effectiveness of the main-
tenance protocol, we designed a “ring” scenario beginning
with a barely connected graph, in which each node initially
knows only one other node. That is, nodepi, i ≥ 1, has only
pi−1 in its candidate set and its neighbor set. The number
of nodes is 200. Figure 3 shows accuracy of the distributed
DT versus time as the maintenance protocol runs. Note that
the maintenance protocol achieved a correct distributed DT
within a few rounds of protocol execution. The convergence
tends to be faster in a higher dimension space, since nodes
have more neighbors and information is exchanged faster.
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Figure 3. Accuracy of the maintenance proto-
col in a “ring” scenario.

4. Experimental results
4.1. Scalability

The per-node communication cost of our distributed DT
protocols largely depends on the average number of neigh-
bors per node. Since the average number of neighbors of a
node on a DT does not increase as the number of nodes in
the system increases,7 the scalability of our distributed DT
protocols is generally very good. However, there are two
minor factors that affect the per-node cost as the system size
increases. First, greedy routing to locate the closest exist-
ing node in the join process will takeO( d

√
n) steps, where

d is the dimensionality of the space andn is the number
of nodes in the system. In addition, nodes on the bound-
ary of a DT have fewer neighbors than those in the middle.

7For a DT of randomly-placed nodes, the average number of neighbors
asymptotically depends on the dimensionality of the space.
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Figure 4. The communication cost of proto-
cols versus number of nodes in 3D.

When the network size is smaller, the fraction of bound-
ary nodes is larger, making the average number of neigh-
bors smaller. Figure 4 shows the number of messages (top)
and the amount of messages in Kbytes (bottom) versus sys-
tem size in 3D. The join and leave curves represent the total
costs of 100 serial joins and 100 serial leaves respectively,
and are more or less independent of system size showing
very good scalability. The maintenance curve represents the
per-round cost of the maintenance protocolfor all nodes,
which increases linearly with system size; thus the average
cost per node is constant versus system size.

4.2. Performance under churn

Figure 5 (top) shows accuracy of a distributed DT as a
function of time for a system under churn, more specifi-
cally, when nodes are joining and leaving concurrently but
not failing. Initially, the system has 200, 400, or 800 nodes
with a correct distributed DT. Then node joins are scheduled
following a Poisson process with average inter-arrival time
of 1 second, until time 110 second. Graceful node leaves
are also scheduled in the same way. That is, 1 node joins
and 1 node leaves once every second on the average, using
our join and leave protocols.8 Our maintenance protocol
is run once every 10 seconds. In spite of the churn, accu-

8By Little’s Law, for an initial system size of 200, the average lifetime
of a node is 200 seconds. For P2P systems, this is a very high churn rate
[15]. Note that accuracy in Figure 5 (top) improves as the system size
increases.
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Figure 5. Accuracy (top) and greedy routing
success rate (bottom) of a system in 3D un-
der churn versus time.

racy of the distributed DT remains very high. The small
error is due to concurrent joins and leaves, and is repaired
by our maintenance protocol periodically. Figure 5 (bot-
tom) shows the success rate of a greedy routing protocol
for a system under churn while running our join, leave and
maintenance protocols. Note that the success rate is much
higher than the accuracy value, due to careful design of our
join and leave protocols. In our join protocol, the neighbor
nodes of a joining node defer adding the joining node to
their neighbor sets until the joining node finishes its joining
process and is ready to function properly. Similarly, in our
leave protocol, a leaving node continues service until all of
its neighbors are notified.

4.3. Performance with node failures

Figure 6 shows accuracy of distributed DT (top) and
greedy routing success rate (bottom) for a system in which
nodes join and fail concurrently, while running our join and
maintenance protocols, but not our leave protocol. Except
for nodes failing instead of leaving, we use the same simu-
lation parameters as in subsection 4.2 to compare the impact
of node failures versus graceful node leaves.

Both accuracy and greedy routing success rate are much
worse than in the previous case of system churn with grace-
ful leaves instead of failures. Since any error caused by a
failed node cannot be recovered until the maintenance pro-
tocol detects it by a message timeout, the lower accuracy
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Figure 6. Accuracy (top) and greedy routing
success rate (bottom) of a system in 3D with
concurrent joins and failures versus time.

and routing success rate are to be expected considering the
high failure rate. Lastly, note that in all simulations the
maintenance protocol converged to a correct system state
in a few rounds after churning stopped.

5. Related work
The first protocol to construct a distributed DT was pro-

posed by Liebeherr and Nahas [5]. The protocol utilizes the
locally equiangular property of DT in a 2D space. Nodes
are assumed to have pre-assigned logical coordinates in a
2D space. Each node checks whether the equiangular prop-
erty holds among itself and its neighbor nodes. Whenever
a violation is detected, the node flips triangles to maintain
a correct DT. Their application was application-layer mul-
ticast, called HyperCast. Since compass routing on a DT
is guaranteed to succeed, a multicast tree can be implicitly
determined for a given source using reverse path.

Steiner and Biersack [6] proposed a distributed approach
to construct a distributed DT in a 3D space. The tetrahedron
which includes a joining node is determined and split. Then
the new tetrahedra are checked whether they include any
nodes in their circumspheres and flipped if necessary.

Simon et al. [7] proposed two sets of distributed al-
gorithms ford-dimensional spaces: basic generalized al-
gorithms and improved generalized algorithms.9 Each set

9The improved generalized insertion algorithm is designed to lower



consists of an entity insertion algorithm and a deletion al-
gorithm. They assume that nod + 1 nodes are on the same
hyperplane and nod+2 nodes are on the same hypersphere.
It is also assumed that a new node is in the interior of the
convex hull of existing nodes. Our join protocol is similar
to their basic generalized insertion algorithm, but we proved
correctness for our join and leave protocols without any of
their assumptions. Their improved generalized algorithms,
which are the focus of their paper, use a fundamentally dif-
ferent approach from ours; in particular, our protocols are
based on our correctness condition and theirs are based on
an already-proven centralized flip algorithm. In addition,
while their work is focused on explaining correct operation
of their algorithms in different scenarios for a single inser-
tion or deletion,10 we rigorously proved correctness for our
join and leave protocols. We also performed simulation ex-
periments to measure the communication cost of our proto-
cols and to investigate accuracy under concurrent node joins
and leaves.

While DT has been extensively studied in computational
geometry, most work in the field focuses on centralized al-
gorithms. Ohnishi et al. [8] proposed an incremental algo-
rithm to construct a distributed DT in a 2D space. Yoo et
al. [9] proposed a distributed algorithm to maintain DT for
moving nodes in a 2D space.

6. Conclusions
While DT has been known and used for a long time,

the design of protocols for constructing and maintaining a
DT for a dynamic system has not received much attention.
In this paper, we investigate the design of join, leave and
maintenance protocols for a set of nodes to construct and
maintain a distributed DT dynamically, as well as several
application-level protocols to support DT applications. We
present a necessary and sufficient condition for a distributed
DT to be correct, which was used as a guide for our proto-
col design. Experimental results show that our protocols are
scalable and they achieve high accuracy for systems under
churn and with node failures.
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